Welcome home to The Courtyard by Roomspace. This attractive development of one and two bedroom spacious apartments is located in the heart of Wimbledon town centre. All of these generously sized modern apartments benefit from balconies or terraces, several of which overlook the tranquil Courtyard gardens. Recently upgraded with super-comfortable new bedding, striking Wimbledon Tennis themed artwork and the latest Bluetooth docking stations, these apartments look and feel modern and luxurious. Unlimited high speed internet is supplied. Complimentary parking is available on site, subject to availability at time of booking.

Wimbledon is home to the most famous tennis tournament in the World and retains a village-like feel despite being just four stops on the train from London Waterloo. The town centre offers plenty of shopping and entertainment opportunities, whilst Wimbledon Village is home to several impressive restaurants. Trains depart for London Waterloo up to sixteen times per...